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Subject:

Scenario Planning Updates #6

Attendees:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RCS Project Coordinator – Camelia Ravanbakht
HRTPO/HRPDC – Theresa Brooks
HRTAC – Kevin Page
City of Chesapeake – Troy Eisenberger
City of Hampton – Angela Rico
City of Norfolk – Brian Fowler, Evandro Santos
City of Portsmouth – Carl Jackson, James Wright
City of Suffolk – Robert Lewis
City of Virginia Beach – Mark Shea, Tara Reel
James City County – Thomas Leininger, Tammy Rosario, Tori Haynes, Thomas
Wynsong
Port of Virginia – Barbara Nelson
York County – Tim Cross
VDOT – Robin Grier, Jenny Salyers
FHWA – Ivan Rucker
Consultant Team – Craig Eddy, Lorna Parkins, Nick Britton, Bill Thomas, Vlad
Gavrilovic, Naomi Stein, Scott Middleton

==========================================================
Lorna Parkins, Michael Baker, gave a brief recap of the May 21 workshop including the greater growth
amounts/employment, scenario narratives, and scenario drivers. Regarding growth amounts, the increments of growth
need to move the needle enough to be effective for testing but not so much to not overload the network.
Brian Fowler (Nor.):

I do not believe that swamping the network is a bad thing. We might not be getting any
useful results.
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Naomi Stein, EDR, introduced the options and paths for employment growth by 2045.
Brian:

These growth percentages are not outrageous when you consider the absolute
numbers.

Bill Thomas, Michael Baker, reviewed the results of the travel demand model sensitivity analysis based on the baseline
and employment growth paths.
Camelia Ravanbakht:

Does the network include the improvements currently ongoing in the region (I-64, etc.)?

Bill Thomas (MBI):

It is my understanding that all currently programmed projects are included in the E+C
network.

Vlad Gavrilovic, EPR, highlighted the limitations of the travel demand forecasting with and without land use modeling.
Lorna discussed the pros and cons of the different growth paths in terms of their economic, land use, and transportation
impacts or implications.
Brian:

At a high level, making this distinction between plausible growth or higher-level growth
doesn’t seem like it will make a difference. We need to consider that this region has
very slow growth compared to others and it is at least possible that one of the things
holding back regional growth is the level of congestion and transportation issues.

Evandro Santos (Nor.): Looking at harbor crossings, which mode(s) are speeds based on?
Bill:

Congestion levels are determined by all vehicle modes; trucks, SOVs, carpools, etc. At a
planning level, we are looking at the V/C levels.

Lorna:

What we’re doing now is trying to determine how to set up our experiment. It boils
down to whether or not we want a more plausible growth or a more extreme level of
growth (which might create fewer distinctions in land use and more background
congestion). If we get to the end and determine it didn’t do what we need we can make
adjustments.

Brian:

I am concerned about the issue of this effort vs. the LRTP. It feels like the LRTP might be
more influential than this study. This is the first time I’ve heard we can change is the
target. My vote is for the higher growth.

Mark Shea (VB):

I thought the 16 percent was reasonable, but now I’m more uncertain.

Lorna reviewed the tweaked Scenario Narratives.
Evandros:

We should discuss further the transportation mode component of the congestion. We
should connect the land use type(s) in each scenario to specific modes so we can get
more detailed information.

Lorna:

The suitability analysis will help address this through mode choice, and performance
measures will give us insight into how travel is being handled across modes.

Lorna summarized some more of the working group input and next steps.
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Camelia:

The rate of growth recommendation is going to steering committee on July 9th. Any
changes to the rate of growth will need to go back to the committee for approval so
keep that in mind. It would be a good idea to brief your policy members before the
meeting next week and that they know how you voted and why before the July 9th
meeting.

Carl Jackson (Port.):

Would land use be more constrained in Greater Growth on Water because of sea level
rise?

Lorna:

The constraints will be the same in all scenarios, but it won’t uniquely impact this
scenario.

Lorna previewed the next phase of the Driver Development.
Vlad reviewed how drivers get translated into the land use model and how the growth is allocated in the land use model
(capacity and suitability).
Brian:

Is accessibility a driver? (Accessibility should be an element of what makes land more or
less suitable for development.). Can we look at accessibility as a suitability factor and
not just as an output measure?

Vlad/Lorna:

Yes. Bill will have accessible drivers in the travel demand model. But we can look at
different methodology for including accessibility in the Land Use modeling in the coming
weeks as we build the Greater Growth models.

Naomi reviewed how the drivers connect to the locations and growth in the land use model (used the Greater Growth in
Urban Centers) as an example of what industry clusters apply and the place type preferences and spatial attractors that
then arise from those clusters. Bill detailed what drivers connected to what component of the travel demand model.

The webinar slides are attached and the webinar recording can be accessed here.
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SCENARIO PLANNING WEBINAR #6

1

Agenda
▪ Where are we now?
▪ Greater Growth Employment Level
▪ Scenario Narrative Update
▪ Exploratory Scenario Planning: From Drivers to Model Levers
▪ Next Steps
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Overview slide – where are we now
TASK 4 CONDUCT SCENARIO PLANNING
4.1

Building the Base Data, Models, and Scenarios

4.2

Defining Alternative Future Scenarios

4.3

Defining Measures of Success

4.4

Evaluate 2015 Current Regional Conditions

4.5

Modeling the 2045 Baseline Alternative

4.6

Building the Alternative Scenarios
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▪ Nearing the end of model and scenario development
▪ Need to agree on key components:
• Scenario Narratives
• Amount of Greater Growth
• Draft Goals, Objectives and Performance Measures
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Summary of input from May 21 workshop
▪ On the subject of Greater Growth Amount:
• How much background congestion is there in the 2045 Baseline?
• What are the pros and cons of moderate vs high growth level?

▪ Scenario Narratives and Scenario Drivers
• General affirmation of the basic narratives
• Some refinements to land use & travel behavior drivers
• Recommend setting aside, or making neutral, drivers not directly applied in the models
(ex: population groups)
• Questions remain about technology drivers
◦ Will need to have some flexibility to apply them as we better understand how the new travel demand model will work
and the effects of our potential levers
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GREATER GROWTH EMPLOYMENT LEVEL
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Greater Growth Employment - Purpose
▪ To establish a Control Total for the
“Greater Growth” Scenarios

▪ These will look at growth in addition to
the 2045 Baseline of growth

Land Use Model Testing
of Scenarios

A

▪ The purpose is not to try to predict
what may happen in the future
▪ The purpose is to establish a threshold
of additional growth against which to
stress test the transportation
alternatives

B

Travel Demand Model
Testing of Alternatives

“Stress Test”
of
Transportation
Alternatives

C
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Approach: How Much Greater Growth?
Criteria:
▪ Need to have a sufficient increment of growth in the region to “move the needle” in the modeling
▪ Need to have not too much growth to “swamp the network” in the modeling
▪ Believable narrative - Within the realm of the “plausible” but not a “forecast”
Inputs to the decision:
1.

Retrospective: employment growth in the region, compared to VA & the US

2.

2045 Baseline forecast

3.

Alternative future growth forecasts (HR, VA, US)

4.

Exploration – what might a major “shock” to the economy, like Amazon HQ2 look like in terms of changes in growth
trajectory?

5.

Travel model sensitivity testing
Not sufficient
for effective
testing

LESS GROWTH

MORE GROWTH

Network is
overloaded
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Employment growth over time (retrospective)
Relative to HRTPO:

Employment Growth (Indexed to 1970)
2.60
2.40
2.20

▪ VA grew significantly faster

HRTPO
Virginia

▪ US grew slightly faster on
aggregate

United States

2.00
1.80
1.60

Nationally and in HR:
The next 30 years of employment
growth are forecast to be
significantly slower

1.40
1.20
1.00
1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis (HRTPO data as reported in 2045 Socioeconomic Forecast Report)
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Regional Employment Added by 2045
HRTPO 2015 Employment

% Increase 2015-2045:
+8%

+12%

Baseline Jobs Added by 2045

+21%

+22%

132k

142k

39k

Additional Scenario Jobs by 2045

+10%

+12%

25k

38k

+17%
90k

81k

81k

81k

81k

81k

81k

81k

1,027k

1,027k

1,027k

1,027k

1,027k

1,027k

1,027k

HRTPO 2045

HR (MOODY'S)

VIRGINIA (MOODY'S)

U.S. (MOODY'S)

HRTPO + CATALYST

HRTPO + CATALYST
( HIGH)

HRTPO + CATALYST
( HIGH, + APPROX.
MULTIPLIER)

Potential Control Total Range
for Greater Growth Scenario
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Regional Employment Added by 2045
% Increase 2015-2045:
+8%

HRTPO 2015 Employment
+12%

Baseline Jobs Added by 2045

Additional Scenario Jobs by 2045

+16%

+21%

132k

39k

81k

81k

81k

81k

81k

1,027k

1,027k

1,027k

1,027k

HRTPO 2045

HR (Moody's)

Proposed

Virginia (Moody's)

Tested Control Total Range for
Greater Growth Scenario

Proposed Greater Growth
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Alternative Growth Paths
▪ How long does it take to reach a given benchmark?
2015-2045 %
EMP Growth

CAGR*

EMP Added
2015-2045

Keep Pace with Virginia (Moody's)

21%

0.63%

213k

132k

2045

Middle Ground

16%

0.49%

163k

81k

2053 (+8.5 more years)

Optimistic Regional (Moody's)

12%

0.37%

120k

39k

2066 (+21.1 more years)

8%

0.25%

81k

0

2089 (+44.2 more years)

Forecast

Baseline (HRTPO)

EMP Added Above Year to reach +21% above 2015
Baseline by 2045
EMP at each CAGR

*Compound Annual Growth Rate
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Travel Model Sensitivity Testing
▪ Gauge regional reaction of the travel demand model to greater growth for 12% and 21%
increases in employment over 2015
•
•
•
•
•

Applied employment growth proportionately to all TAZs
Maintained population/employment ratio in 2045 baseline forecasts
Maintained average household occupancy and vehicle availability
Adjusted I-E/E-I travel in accordance with resulting changes in TAZ trip generation
E-E travel held constant

▪ 2025/2026 E+C Network
▪ Examined changes in vehicle-hours traveled and roadway speeds* compared with the
2045 baseline
*Speeds are raw model output and are intended for comparison between growth scenarios only.
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2045 Baseline Levels
Free
237,000
Moderate
814,700
Severe
305,100

Average Daily Roadway Speeds (mph)
65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
Interstate

Minor Freeway
Free-Flow

Principal
Arterial

Baseline 2045

Major Arterial Minor Arterial Major CollectorMinor Collector
12% Greater Growth (Emp)

Local

21% Greater Growth (Emp)

Note: Speeds are raw model output and are intended for comparison between growth scenarios only.

Harbor Crossings
Daily Levels-of-Service
Crossing

Hampton Roads
Bridge-Tunnel
Monitor Merrimac
Memorial Bridge-Tunnel
James River Bridge
TOTAL

Baseline 2045 Land Use 12% Greater Growth
21% Greater Growth
Free-Flow
Direction
Congested
Congested
Congested
Speed
V/C
V/C
V/C
Speed
Speed
Speed
GP - WB
60
17.3
1.09
16.3
1.10
14.5
1.13
GP - EB
60
17.1
1.09
15.9
1.10
14.1
1.13
Managed - WB
60
35.8
0.57
32.0
0.59
27.6
0.65
Managed - EB
60
33.0
0.60
31.3
0.63
28.3
0.70
WB
60
33.7
0.80
31.4
0.82
28.3
0.87
EB
60
32.0
0.82
30.0
0.83
27.3
0.88
EB
52
33.1
0.75
26.2
0.78
23.1
0.84
WB
52
32.5
0.72
25.5
0.75
22.6
0.81
0.84
0.87
0.91

Note: Speeds are raw model output and are intended for comparison between growth scenarios only.

Limitations of Sensitivity testing
Sensitivity testing without Land
Use Modeling

Growth in all TAZs is equal – doesn’t
test alternative futures
(equal growth is not likely)

Model runs with Land Use
Modeling

Growth is unequal across region based
on Scenario Narratives
(provides Stress test of potential
Transportation Alternatives)
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Land Use Model Sensitivity to Growth Amounts
▪ The Land Use Model results will be an input into the Travel Demand Model
• The Land Use Model also generates its own measures to compare Scenarios to each other

▪ Greater or lesser growth amounts don’t have the same impact on Land Use modeling as
they do on Travel Demand Modeling
• Since the Land Use metrics are comparisons across Scenarios, the size of the control totals won’t
adversely affect the performance of the Model (generally).
• Comparisons will look at 100,000 + new jobs rather than 1,000,000 + existing plus new jobs in the
TDM

▪ Less growth to allocate will distribute primarily to the “most attractive” areas across
region, producing more pronounced differences between scenarios.
• More growth to allocate will distribute across the region into less attractive areas as well – more
typical perhaps, but less distinction between scenarios
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Pros & Cons

BASE
+8% or 81k above 2015 EMP by 2045
0.25% CAGR

+16% above 2015 EMP by 2045

+21% above 2015 EMP by 2045

0.49% Compound Annual Growth Rate
+81k above the 2045 Base

0.63% Compound Annual Growth Rate
+132k above the 2045 Base

Pros

Economic: Optimistic but believable growth for the
region to achieve by 2045 to match expected E+C
network commitments by 2045.
Land Use: May produce more pronounced
differences between scenario growth allocations (less
growth to allocate will focus on most attractive areas)
Transportation: The scenarios are more plausible in a
2045 timeframe with E+C as the base

Economic: If the region grew at 0.49% annually as
implied by the 16% increment it would reach this
level of growth anyway by midway through 2053 (8.5
years later)
Land Use: Can produce more typical differences in
the pattern of regional growth (more growth to
allocate to less attractive areas)
Transportation: Greater “stress test”

Cons

Economic: N/A
Land Use: May not be as balanced regionally (will
focus on most attractive areas)
Transportation: While the E+C scenarios will likely
have substantial congestion, it is unknown if this is
the right level to show relief with new crossings.

Economic: Would require the region keep pace with
Virginia to grow this much by 2045 (not likely)
Land Use: N/A
Transportation: May move the needle too
much/swamp the network – could diminish the
insights in comparing RCS alternatives.
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Summary & Discussion
▪ There is substantial congestion region-wide under the 2045 Baseline
▪ Sensitivity testing in the travel model shows that:

• 12% growth above 2015 has an effect relative to the baseline, but it is mild
• 21% growth above 2015 shows a more significant increase in severe congestion

▪ 21% growth would imply that the region keeps pace with Virginia (and Northern Virginia) over the next
30 years
▪ However, historically Hampton Roads has had more moderate growth
▪ Therefore, propose a middle ground of 16% growth above 2015
• Appears to be enough to move the needle without swamping the network
• Believable story line
• Doubles the 2045 baseline employment growth forecast (+ another 81k jobs)

▪ ALSO, there is potential for further adjustment if this level of growth does not move the needle as
expected on the Greater Growth scenario runs
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EXPLORATORY SCENARIO PLANNING
UPDATED DRAFT SCENARIO NARRATIVES
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Scenarios Organized around Spatial Themes

DRAFT

Greater Growth on
the Water

What happens if jobs focus on the waterfront, housing choices
are varied, and transportation technology adoption is
moderate?

Greater Growth in
Urban Centers

What happens if jobs and housing focus in urban areas, with
greater multimodal availability and high adoption of
connected vehicle technology?

Greater Suburban/
Greenfield Growth

What happens if jobs and housing are developed in dispersed
activity centers, with a higher level of truck transportation
and high adoption of autonomous vehicle technology?
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DRAFT

Updated Scenario Narratives
Greater Growth on the
Water

Greater Growth in Urban
Centers

Greater Suburban/Greenfield
Growth

Growth in water-oriented activity.
Port of Virginia becomes even
more competitive with freight
more multimodal. More dispersed
housing locations. Moderate
assumptions for CAV adoption and
network adaptation.

Significant economic
diversification. Low space
requirements per job. Large role
for “digital port.” New
professionals prefer to live/work
in urban settings. High level of
CV adoption and low auto
ownership/high TNC mode.

Growth is suburban/ exurban,
but growth includes walkable
mixed use centers. Port of
Virginia becomes even more
competitive. “Digital port” brings
additional jobs. Housing is more
suburban. High level of AV
adoption and network
adaptation.

WHAT THESE W ILL HELP US TEST
Test greater cross-harbor travel in
particular.

Test more urban and multimodal
travel patterns.

Test more overall regional travel.

NOTE: Sea Level Rise assumed as 3 ft. in all Scenarios
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Summary of Working Group Input / Next Steps
▪ General buy-in to the scenario narratives
• Specifying activity center component of Greater Suburban/Greenfield growth

▪ Setting aside some drivers that can’t be truly modeled
• Retiree Population, Military Population, Environmental Regulation

Next Steps
▪ Further defining the drivers that remain
▪ Retaining flexibility to develop technology drivers as we know more about the travel
model
▪ Connecting Drivers to modeling inputs
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Snapshot of next phase of Driver Development
Example Drivers in Greater Growth in Urban Centers Scenario
Driver
Dispersed Employment
The geographic dispersal of jobs
throughout the region

Dispersed Housing
The geographic dispersal of all housing
types throughout the region

Preference for Compact Development
Residents' preference for higher
density, mixed use development
patterns

Trend Assumption

Explanation of Driver Assumption
for this Scenario

Modeling Method

Office, retail, and service jobs are concentrated in urban
areas of the region as part of the growing urbanization
assumption of this scenario

Higher density and mixed use place types will
be assigned greater attractiveness in the Land
Use Model; Capacity in urban locations will be
increased



Housing is assumed to locate closer to jobs, particularly in
urban areas of the region

Higher density and mixed use place types will
be assigned greater attractiveness in the Land
Use Model; Capacity in urban locations will be
increased; Capacity outside urban and
suburban centers will be decreased; single
use/lower density place types will be be
assigned less attractiveness.



The urbanization and the lack of dispersed housing
assumptions in this scenario , lead to preferences for compact
development, favoring multi-family, mixed-use, and transitoriented development over suburban, single-family
development

Higher density and mixed use place types will
be be assigned greater attractiveness in the
Land Use Model. Proximity to transit stops
and city centers will be assigned as more
attractive for growth.
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EXPLORATORY SCENARIO PLANNING – FROM DRIVERS
TO MODEL LEVERS
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Exploratory Scenario Planning Framework

Drivers
Scenarios

Inputs
Outcomes

Economic|Lifestyle/Demographic|Technology|Environment
Discussed in early webinars (Feb/March)
Drivers organized into three Greater Growth
Scenarios, starting with the Economic Narratives

Control totals, and assumptions about the
drivers, translated through Levers in the land
use and travel demand models.
Performance Measures, based on the study
Goals and Objectives and produced by the
land use, travel demand, and economic models
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Fixed Elements
(Control Totals)

Variable Elements
(by Scenario)
Growth Spatial
Factors

Total
Population

Growth Type
Factors

Total
Employment

Sea Level Rise

DRIVERS

Income Class

Households &
HH Size
Vehicle
Ownership

Mode Share
AV/ CV
Adoption
TEU
Generation

E+C Network

Others

LAND USE MODEL

Land Use Model Drivers
& Inputs

SCENARIO INPUTS

Spatial Distribution of Growth
Type of Growth (Place Types)

Others

TRAVEL DEMAND MODEL
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Land Use Model Growth Allocation
Each Place Types gets allocated a certain amount
of growth according to its Suitability

Place Types are allocated across a region and
each Place Type has a certain Capacity

Each polygon is a
Place Type with a
certain capacity
for growth

CAPACITY

The Suitability
Mapping will
dictate how much
of the growth
goes to each
polygon

SUITABILITY

GROWTH
ALLOCATOR

Place Type assignments based on
the 2045 Regional Future Land Use

The Land Use Model has an automatic
Growth Allocator that combines
Capacity and Suitability to allocate
growth in the Region

Suitability is based on each
Scenario Narrative
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How Drivers Influence Growth Allocations
Suitability by Place Type

Growth Allocation
Composite Suitability Map

Suitability by Spatial
Attractor

Scenario Drivers

Drivers influence
Suitability Factors

Suitability Map for a given
Scenario

Growth Allocator is driven
by Suitability
(provided there is
capacity)
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Setting Suitability in the Model

Any of the Place Types can be weighted
to make then attractive to growth

Suitability by Place Type

Spatial Suitability can be:

Suitability by Spatial
Attractor

Suitability Factors can be turned off/on and “weighted”

Attractor Examples:
• Proximity to Transit
• Proximity to Port
• Vacant or Redevelopable Land
Repulser Examples:
• Storm Surge Areas
• Lack of Public Utilities
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Connecting Scenario Drivers to the Location and Type of Growth in the
Land Use Model
Scenario

Economic Drivers:
Industry Clusters
Job Place
Type
Preferences

Job
Attractors/
Detractors

Demographic Drivers:
Population Groups &
Preferences
Housing
Place Type
Preferences

Housing
Attractors/
Detractors
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Shared Services
(Corporate Support)
Software
Development and IT
Data Port-Oriented
Development (e.g.
Data Analytics)
Water Technologies
(Engineering etc. for
coastal area/climate
adaptation)

Place Type Preferences

Growth through
economic
diversification in
industries with
low space
requirements
per job and
preferences for
urban settings
(agglomeration
economies)

Economic Drivers: Industry
Clusters

Scenario: Greater Growth
in Urban Centers

Example
Mixed Use
Comm/Res

Boulevard
Commercial
Transit Oriented
Center
Urban Town
Center
Local Commercial
Suburban Town
Center
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Shared Services
(Corporate Support)
Software
Development and IT
Data Port-Oriented
Development (e.g.
Data Analytics)
Water Technologies
(Engineering etc. for
coastal area/climate
adaptation)

Spatial Attractors

Growth through
economic
diversification in
industries with
low space
requirements
per job and
preferences for
urban settings
(agglomeration
economies)

Economic Drivers: Industry
Clusters

Scenario: Greater Growth
in Urban Centers

Example

Transit stops
City and Town
Centers

Employment
Centers
Universities
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Connecting Scenario Drivers to the Regional Travel Model
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Next Steps
▪ June 13th WG meeting decision points
• Scenario Narratives
• Amount of Greater Growth
• Draft Goals, Objectives and Performance Measures

▪ Next steps – develop dashboard, begin running models and focusing on results
TASK 4 CONDUCT SCENARIO PLANNING
4.1

Building the Base Data, Models, and Scenarios

4.2

Defining Alternative Future Scenarios

4.3

Defining Measures of Success

4.4

Evaluate 2015 Current Regional Conditions

4.5

Modeling the 2045 Baseline Alternative

4.6

Building the Alternative Scenarios
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